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Evaluation of the apical limit of preparation of a new 
integrated motor using two different Endodontic files

Introduction
Clinically, the working length (WL) is usually obtained in the early stages of the root canal preparation and files are calibrated by the
conventional visual control (CVC) method, using a clinical ruler and rubber stoppers. However, the WL can change across different
stages of the root canal preparation (1,2). Thus, the incorporation of electronic apex locators (EALs) into integrated motors aims to
monitor the WL throughout the shaping procedures (3). The XP-3D Shaper is a nickel-titanium file that expands upon resistance to
address the canal walls three-dimensionally. However, it is not known if such expansion could straighten the file and compromise
the extent of the apical preparation (4,5). The Genius Proflex comprises a set of three non-expandable heat-treated NiTi files.

Aim
This study evaluated ex vivo the efficacy of the Auto Apical
Reverse (AAR) function of the ACE integrated motor
(Medidenta, NV) in controlling the apical extent of the
preparation of mandibular incisors when using two different
endodontic files, XP-3D Shaper (Brasseler, GA) and Genius
Proflex (Medidenta, NV).

Methods
• Seventy-two human mandibular incisors extracted from 18

patients for reasons not related to this study were selected
(IRB approval #3080).

• CBCT (0.125-mm voxel) was used to anatomically match and
create four groups (n=18) of paired teeth, containing same
number of centrals and laterals (Fig. 1A).

• The teeth were accessed, patency was achieved, and the
incisal borders were flattened to create a reproducible coronal
reference.
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Conclusions
Overall, the Auto Apical Reverse function of the ACE motor provided an apical limit
similar to the conventional visual control method using rubber stoppers. The XP-3D
Shaper resulted in preparations closer to the apical foramen and more cases of over-
extended preparations compared to the Genius Proflex system.
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Results
Data was normally distributed and homoscedastic. No difference was found between the actual length
measured before (AL1) or after (AL2) the preparation (p<.05). The difference between WL and the AL2
was similar among the groups, except for XP CVC (ANOVA, Tukey HSD p<.05) (Table 2).

No significant difference was found between the four groups when comparing the distributions of
measurements (chi-square, p>.05) at then 0.5mm level (Table 3). However, XP-3D resulted in more
cases of overextended preparations (Graph. 2) compared to the Genius Proflex (chi-square and Z test,
p<05).

Table 1 – Descriptive for the canal lengths (mm)

n Mean SD Min Max 

AL1 72 20.37 2.12 15.22 25.00

AL2 72 20.35 2.11 15.22 24.85

WL 72 20.06 2.05 15.47 24.15

Graph 1. Box plot of the differences between WL and AL2
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Table 2 – Descriptive for the difference between WL and AL2 (mm)

n Mean SD Min Max 
XP CVC 18 -0.06b 0.49 -0.88 0.91
XP AAR 18 -0.16ab 0.41 -0.79 0.56

Genius CVC 18 -0.45a 0.42 -1.1 0.24
Genius AAR 18 -0.47a 0.37 -1.25 0.15

Table 3 – Distribution of the differences between WL and AL2

XP-3D CVC XP-3D AAR Genius CVC Genius AAR

n % n % n % n %

< -1.01 - - - - 2 11 1 5.6
-1 to -0.51 3 16.7 4 22.2 6 33.3 9 50

-0.5 to 0 8 44.4 10 55.6 8 44.4 7 38.9
0.01 to 0.5 4 22.2 4 22.2 2 11 1 5.6

>0.51 3 16.7 - - - - - -Graph 2. Distribution of the apical limit of preparation
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• Teeth were evenly distributed among 4 groups with different
combination of files for preparation and apical control (Fig.
1D).

• Files were rotated using their recommended sequence and
settings (Genius 350rpm, 2.5N.cm and XP Shaper 800rpm,
1N.cm) (Fig. 1E).

• The actual root canal length was measured before (AL1)
and after (AL2) canal preparation. The difference between
the final working length (WL) and the AL2 was calculated.

• Data was statistically analyzed (significance set at 5%).

• Teeth were mounted in a container (Fig. 1B) filled with saline
at body temperature (37oC).

• The apex locator function of the ACE motor was established
at the 0.0 mark and the working length was calculated by
subtracting 0.5mm from this measurement.

• Root canal preparation was performed to the working length
with either apical control: conventional visual control (CVC)
with rubber stoppers or with the Auto Apical Reverse (AAR)
function of the ACE motor (Fig. 1C).
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